Improving Multi Task Running Time in Two Column Boundary Allocation Method in Mesh-based Chip Multiprocessors Using Combined Migration Mechanisms
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Abstract: In this paper, a calculation algorithm, a processor allocation mechanism and a migration method for NoC-based multiprocessors is presented. Calculation algorithm is used for calculating the appropriate size of sub-mesh for input task to increase continuity in multiprocessors. Processor allocation aims to allocate the processing nodes to different tasks of an input application at run time. Indeed, we employ the idea of using migration to minimize fragmentation of the tasks. In this process three key metrics are considered. They are average execution time, average response time, and average wait time. In fact, we perform rigorous simulation experiments to quantify all our proposed schemes and compare them against standard methods. Thus, we make clear recommendations on the choice of the strategies.
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1. Introduction
Multicomputer parallel computer systems are cost-effective alternatives of the traditional supercomputers [1]. The interconnection of multi-computers come in different styles called topologies. The two-dimensional (2D) mesh-based topology is probably the most common topology because it is simple, regular and scalable. Several recent commercial and experimental parallel computers have been built based this architecture such as the IBM Blue Gene/L and the Intel Paragon [2-4].
Processor allocation in 2D-Mesh multicomputer is a major issue as it significantly affects the performance of any parallel system [2]. It is concerned with the way for allocation sub-mesh to a job request. Indeed, processor allocation strategies are divided into two categories: contiguous and non-contiguous. In contiguous allocation, jobs are allocated distinct contiguous processor sub-meshes for the duration of their execution. Contiguous allocation suffers from processor fragmentation [4-8]. It should be noted that processor fragmentation can be classified into internal and external fragmentation. Internal fragmentation occurs when more processors are allocated to a job than it requires [1, 3, 5, 8-9]. When a job is assigned more processors than it requires, the extra allocated processors are not used for actual computation, instead they are wasted. External fragmentation occurs when a sufficient number of processors are available to satisfy a request, but they cannot be allocated because they are not contiguous [9]. A lot of research has been carried out to solve the problem of processor fragmentation. For example, non-contiguous allocation has been considered [3, 7, 9-10]. In this allocation strategy, a job can be executed on multiple disjoint sub-meshes rather than waiting until a single sub-mesh of the requested size and shape becomes available [9, 11]. Studies show that non-contiguous allocation of requests may solve the drawbacks of contiguous allocation and eliminate fragmentation. However, since communication between processors running the same job can be indirect due to non-contiguity [12], communication latency is usually high.

In this article, for the online mapping the following steps have been done:

The first step is to find the appropriate size of sub-mesh for input task. The second step is to find a sub-mesh place in integrating the mesh for online task allocation. In addition, the task migration has been continuously used to solve external fragmentation in allocation. The third step is to find a main place in sub-mesh for online task mapping. In order to reduce the overhead time of online mapping, second and third steps must be performed simultaneously. These steps will be discussed in the next sections. In fact, this paper is organized in four sections. The second section includes previous studies related to the processor allocation algorithms in mesh networks. In a review of literature, studies conducted on improvement in efficiency of allocation and migration algorithms will be investigated and the manner of these algorithms performances will be summarized. The third section includes implementation of proposed algorithm. The fourth section concludes of this paper and discusses about future work.

2. Review of literature

Definitions and methods of continuous allocation and task migration used for multi-computers mesh networks have been reviewed in this section.

2.1 Definitions

A two-dimensional mesh $M (w, h)$ is a rectangle of nodes with dimensions of $w \times h$ where $w$ is width and $h$ is the height of the rectangle. Each node of mesh is a processor that is known with the address of its characteristics [13]. A node in column $c$ and row $r$ has the coordinate of $<c, r>$ where $0 \leq c < w$ and $0 \leq r < h$. Node $<i, j>$ that
is not in borderlines of mesh approximates and connects directly with other four nodes: \(i \pm 1\),\( j \) and \(i, j \pm 1\) so that \(0<i<w-1\) and \(0<j<h-1\). In borderlines, each node approximates and connects to other two or three nodes according to its situation.

**Definition 2-1-1:** two-dimensional sub-mesh \(S\) (c, r) in the mesh \(M\) (w, h) is a sub-mesh \(M\) (c, r) that \(0 \leq c \leq w\) and \(0 \leq r \leq h\). When a task requests a sub-mesh with dimensions \(c \times r\), this task is expressed via \(T\) (c, r). Address for sub-mesh \(S\) is known by its end and base node that is a four-parameters variable as \(<x_b, y_b, x_e, y_e>\) where, \(<x_b, y_b>\) shows the lower left corner and \(<x_e, y_e>\) shows the upper right corner of sub-mesh \(S\). It is clear that \(c = x_e - x_b + 1\) and \(r = y_e - y_b + 1\) and base node of sub-mesh, is \(<x_b, y_b>\) and the sub-mesh area is the number of nodes inside it that is equal to \(c \times r\).

**Definition 2-1-2:** Busy sub-mesh \(\beta\) is a sub-mesh that all its nodes are assigned to a task at that moment. A set of busy sub-meshes \(B\) is the set that set includes all the busy sub-meshes available in the mesh that is called busy list. For example, in figure (1), three busy sub-meshes exist in the mesh \(M\) (6, 6); therefore, \(B = \{\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3\}\) where \(\beta_1 = <0,0,1,3>\), \(\beta_2 = <0,4,2,5>, \beta_3 = <2,0,3,1>\) are the members of this set.

**Definition 2-1-3:** Coverage sub-mesh for busy sub-mesh \(\beta\) is expressed according to the input \(T\) that is a sub-mesh that none of its nodes can be selected as the basis node of a free sub-mesh for allocation to task \(T\) with respect to busy sub-mesh \(\vartheta_{\beta,T}\). Coverage sub-mesh \(\vartheta_{\beta,T}\) is equal to \(<x_{cs}, y_{cs}, x_e, y_e>\) for \(\beta <x_b, y_b, x_e, y_e>\) and the task \(\beta\) where, \(x_{cs} = \max(0, x_b - c+1)\) and \(y_{cs} = \max(0, y_b - r + 1)\). A according to the input task \(T\), coverage set \(C_T\) is a collection of coverage sub-meshes for the task \(T\) where, \(C_T = \{\vartheta_{\beta,T}| \beta \in B\}\). For example, for the input task \(T\) (3,4) in figure (1), we have: \(\vartheta_{\beta_1,T} = <0,0,1,3>, \vartheta_{\beta_2,T} = <0,0,2,5>, \vartheta_{\beta_3,T} = <0,0,3,1>\) \(\cup C_T = \{<0,0,1,3>, <0,0,2,5>, <0,0,3,1>\}\)

**Definition 2-1-4:** According to the input task \(T\), reject \(\delta_T\) sub-mesh is a sub-mesh including some processors that is a sub-mesh that none of its processors can be regarded as the basis node of a free sub-mesh for allocation to task \(T\) with respect to its dimensions. There are two reject sub-meshes for each \(T\): horizontal \((\delta_{TH})\) and \((\delta_{TV})\) vertical. It is simple to calculate them i.e. \(\delta_{TV} = <r',0,w,h>\) and \(\delta_{TH} = <0,c',w,h>\) and \(r' = w - c + 1\) and \(c' = h - r + 1\) where, \(w \times h\) is sub-mesh size. A set of reject sub-meshes \(\Delta_T\) is calculated by adding \(\delta_{TH}\) and \(\delta_{TV}\). For example, \(\delta_{TH} = <0,3,5,5>\) and \(\delta_{TV} = <4,0,5,5>\) in figure (1).
2.2. Processor Allocation

Processor allocation in 2D-Mesh multicomputer is a major issue as it significantly affects the performance of any parallel system [1]. Also, contiguous allocation strategies attempt to locate a contiguous portion of the computing units for the execution of a parallel job. Indeed, most previous studies have been focused on reducing the negative effects of fragmentation of processors on the system efficiency due to the continuous allocation. Hereinafter, contiguous processor allocation schemes include a wide range of methods such as stack-based allocation [14, 15], adjacency allocation [15], adaptive scan allocation [13], and best/first fit allocation [16, 17]. In this article, improved stack based allocation algorithm was used to compare the speed of the proposed allocation method.

2.2.1. Improved Stack Based Allocation (ISBA)

Improvement of Stack Based Algorithm includes Rotation optimization and Task separation techniques. In fact, it uses manipulating of job orientation to obtain complete sub-mesh recognition ability. However, when job \( J(p,q) \) has both \( p \) and \( q \) sizes equal \( (p=q) \) there is no need to change job orientation. Using stack as a storage for candidate blocks, algorithm returns first found base block as a result. In [18], three allocation algorithms are compared: SBA, ISBA and Frame Sliding Algorithm (FS). Moreover, simulation results show that ISBA is more efficient in most cases in comparison with the other algorithms.

2.3. Task Migration

Task migration problem has also been widely studied in the literature [19-21]. An important issue in task migration is minimizing the collision between migration traffic and the normal traffic generated by the applications [22]. In this section, a few task migration algorithms that are used in mesh multi-computers will be described. Methods like General Task Migration Scheme (G-TMS) and Near-Optimal Task Migration Scheme (NOTMS) try to minimize the traffic collision between the migration packets and the normal application packets and also among different migration packets in a wormhole switched multi-computer by sending
the migration data in a multi-phase procedure [23]. In [24], a diagonal scheme is proposed. The contribution of this algorithm is finding separate ways to move a task from the source sub-mesh to the destination sub-mesh on the basis of the X-Y routing. In [25], two strategies are presented. They are Online Dynamic Compaction-Single Corner (ODC-SC) and Online Dynamic Compaction-Four Corner (ODC-FC). The ODC-SC tries to find the destination to move a sub-mesh in such a way that a larger free fragment of processors are obtained. Indeed, ODC-FC is more optimized version of ODC-SC that gives a larger region of adjacent free nodes by more selectively moving the tasks. Also, these methods prevent external fragmentation in the system. By this method, there will be a larger contiguous area of free nodes after migration as compared to the previous schemes. Really, experiments show that this strategy is particularly useful in yielding better performance. It should be noted that the ODC-FC scheme moves the tasks towards all four corners of the mesh so as to produce a larger contiguous space of free nodes in the centre of the mesh. This strategy is illustrated in figure 2.

2.4. Simulation Output Interpretation
There are three parameters used in our discussion. They are Mean Task Response Time (MTRT), Mean Task Execution Time (MTET), and Mean Task Waiting Time (MTWT). MTRT is the time from the submission of request until the first real response produced for tasks [17, 26]. MTET is the time from the allocation of the task’s request until the moment the parallel task finishes execution [26]. MTWT is the time interval between the instant when a task arrives and when it is allocated [27].

3. Overview of the Proposed Approach
Three steps are considered in the proposed method as follows:

3.1. Calculation of the Appropriate Size of Sub Mesh for Input Task
The following algorithm can be considered to calculate the appropriate size of sub-mesh in continuous allocation:

3.1.1. Decrease Loss by Minimum Diameter (MD)
The minimum diameter is considered in this method. For example if core count is equal to nine, the sub mesh has three rows and three columns by this method. The algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

---

*Based on number of cores needed for job*

*Make array of right products of core count as row and column*

*Find one element of array with min row and column*

*Return (row, column)*

---

Figure 2: ODC-FC Migration Algorithm

Figure 3: MD Algorithm
3.2. Proposed Task Allocation Method

3.2.1. Two Column Boundary (TCB) Allocation Algorithm

In this strategy, selection of end node is different. It is calculated base on the base node and task size (p×q). It is shown by equation (4).

\[
\begin{align*}
endnode.x_i &= basenode.x_i + p \\
endnode.y_i &= basenode.y_i + q
\end{align*}
\]

\[
(4)
\]

In this method, if there is more than one base node, a sub-mesh will be selected that its base node has minimum distance from the left and right points of mesh as well as minimum free connectivity. Equation 4, 5 are used to calculate the base and end nodes’ distance of a sub-mesh from boundaries. The mesh size is considered m×n.

\[
\begin{align*}
b.x_i &= basenode.x_i - 0 \\
e.x_i &= m - endnode.x_i \\
\min.d_i &= \min(b.x_i, e.x_i) \\
m.d &= \min(all \ min.d_i)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
(5)
\]

In this way the allocation of free nodes are kept in the middle of the mesh which is shown in figure 4. Thus, the problem of external fragmentation can be minimized.

The proposed TCB allocation algorithm is organized as figure 5.

**TCB Allocation Algorithm**

*If (number of free nodes less than needed nodes)*

*Job must be waiting*

*else*

*Create CJ with respect to J (p,q) and J(q,p) based on busy list and create R_J*

*Create base node list based on (mesh – (C_J ∪ R_J))*

*end if*

*If (numbers of based node == 0) then*

*Job must be waiting*

*else if (numbers of based node == 1) then*

*Allocate job on available base node*

*else*

*Select base node with min diameter and min F.C*

*end if*

**Figure 5:** Pseudo Code of the TCB Allocation Algorithm

3.3. Proposed Task Migration Method

In most previous studies, they have focused on reducing the effects of external fragmentation that are caused by the contiguous allocation strategies. In fact, external fragmentation occurs when the number of free nodes exceeds the number of nodes required for task, but no base node can be obtained for it [9]. To solve this problem the migration algorithms have been proposed.
3.3.1. Two Column Boundary (TCB) Migration Algorithm
The main goal of the migration algorithms is to determine the migration destination for sub-mesh. In this strategy, sub-meshes are displaced to the nearest boundary of left and right of the mesh. In this algorithm, at first, the distance from the nearest boundary of left and right of the mesh is calculated for all sub-meshes. Afterward, the minimum distance as the closest interval to the border for that sub-mesh is considered. Then, the sub mesh with minimum distance and nonzero amount of free connections of the base or end node is selected as the final sub mesh for migration. Finally, the sub-mesh should be moved to the nearest border of the columns of the mesh so that the free nodes will be among the mesh which is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6: Two Column Boundary](image)

3.3.2. Combinations of TCB and ODC-FC Migration Algorithms
This strategy has the benefits of the both TCB and ODC-FC migration algorithms. Really, in each iteration one of the algorithms is executed. For example if the number of migrations is equal to thirty, the TCB and ODC-FC algorithms will be run fifteen times.

3.4. Task Mapping
After determining the mesh size for allocation, mapping algorithm and allocation algorithm can be run simultaneously. In this case, based on the output of the allocation function that is coordinates of the base node, and using the output of mapping function that is the coordinates of mapping nodes, the position of each nodes on the mesh can be achieved.

It is sufficient to sum the coordinate of each mapping function of output node with the coordinate of base node to gain real coordinate node of the mesh. After mapping task on the selected nodes of sub-mesh, the given task starts to run. The task will be put on a waiting list if the allocation function fails to allocate sub-mesh to input task, (low number of free nodes or external fragmentation problem). The output of the mapping algorithm is stored in the memory to use sub-mesh allocated to the given task. In this step, each mapping function can be used which in this paper random mapping function is used.

3.5. Simulation Results
For evaluation the proposed algorithm, we implement OM-simulator developed by C#. This simulator has three phase of online mapping. They are allocation, migration (in non-preemptive allocation) and mapping. Simulator configuration is based on task parameter (task type, task size, task lifetime and task arrival time), network parameter (network size, communication rate), number of task and total time of the simulation. Also, simulation configuration is shown in table 1. Indeed, the proposed algorithm has been compared with similar known methods. In the first phase, TCB strategy has been compared with the ISBA
allocation mechanism. In the second phase, TCB migration algorithm and combinations of the TCB and ODC-FC methods has been compared with the ODC-FC migration algorithm. In addition, different random tasks of random size, time of arrival and the processing time is considered. It should be noted that the same traffic applied to all simulation conditions. As can be seen in Figure 7, MD / TCB / combinations of the TCB and ODC-FC (Dimensions of sub mesh / allocation / migration) method has relatively low average task execution time.

Table 1: Simulation Configuration, OM Simulator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoC size</td>
<td>16×16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication rate</td>
<td>1 to 1000 bit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task type</td>
<td>Video &amp; media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task size</td>
<td>Random between 9 to 32 core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task lifetime</td>
<td>Random between 100,000 and 1000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task arrival time</td>
<td>Random between 0 and 300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time of the simulation</td>
<td>20 million cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tasks</td>
<td>Random between 50 and 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Average task response time for traffic patterns that mentioned above is displayed in figure 8. As can be seen in this graph, MD / TCB / combinations of the TCB and ODC-FC has the lowest average response time compared to other designs. Indeed, the minimum value of the average response time for TCB/complex algorithm is zero.
The average waiting time for all online mapping plans to input tasks on the mesh topology with network size of $16 \times 16$ is shown in figure 9. As can be seen the MD / TCB / combinations of the TCB and ODC-FC has the least waiting time.

Figure 8: Average Response Time for Tasks Considering Different Dimensions of Sub Mesh/Allocation/Migration Scheme

Figure 9: Average Wait Time for Tasks Considering Different Dimensions of Sub Mesh/Allocation/Migration Scheme
It should be noted that the minimum amount of the average wait time for TCB/ODC-FC, TCB/TCB and TCB/complex algorithms is zero which are not shown in figure 9.

4. Conclusion

The concepts of the dimensions of sub mesh, allocation, and migration are considered in the proposed algorithm. Dimensions of sub mesh are considered by MD methodology. The proposed allocation mechanism is TCB. And the proposed migration algorithm is combinations of the TCB and ODC-FC. It should be noted that the proposed mechanism has been compared with similar known algorithms. They are ISBA allocation algorithm, and ODC-FC migration method. Also, three parameters are analyzed. They are average execution time, average response time and average waiting time. Results of simulation show that MD / TCB / combinations of the TCB and ODC-FC (Dimensions of sub mesh / allocation / migration) method with respect to these three parameters have better performance.
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